FRENCH – ITALIAN DAY FOR EARLY CAREER RESEARCHERS

28 October 2021

Organizing team:

- **KRISTINA BERKUT** - Career Development expert, Association Bernard Gregory, Paris
- **MELIKE RIOLLET** - Career Development expert, Association Bernard Gregory, Paris
- **LUCIA SALTO** - Career Development facilitator for PhDs, University of Torino
- **DANilo LOMBARDI** - PhD facilitator, University of Torino
- **Moderators:** Lucia Salto and Kristina Berkut

CLICK HERE FOR REGISTRATION
PROGRAM

2:00 pm – 2:10 pm: Opening

- **VINCENT MIGNOTTE, PhD** - Executive Director, Association Bérnard Gregory
- **LUCIA SALTO** - Career Development Facilitator for PhDs, University of Torino
- **Professor ELEONORA BONIFACIO** - Dean of the Doctoral School, University of Torino

2:10 pm – 2:20 pm: Introduction from Gaëlle Caldara, Coordinator of the French-Italian University, and presentation of its funding schemes.

2:20 pm – 3:00 pm: Presentation of French-Italian mobility programs and funding schemes by international mobility promoters. Researchers’ mobility during the pandemic. 
Moderator: Kristina Berkut

- Name tbc, Promotion of higher education and research Department, Campus France
- **SERENA CHEREN** - Agency for the Promotion of European Research (Agenzia per la Promozione della Ricerca Europea)
  
  APRE: MSCA - Postdoctoral Fellowship scheme (Italy and France) and the impact of Covid-19 on researchers' mobility

- **GIOVANNA DEBERNARDI, PHD** - Judge at the Court of Termini Imerese (Palermo)
  
  The relevance of a study period abroad within the context of a cotutelle program

3:00 pm – 3:15 pm: Coffee break

3:15 pm – 4:30 pm: Panel discussion on the recruitment processes outside academia with HR managers and recruiters from Italy and France. 
Moderator: Lucia Salto

- **FILIPPO ARMELLINO** - HR Business Partner at Ferrero (Italy)

  The hiring process at Ferrero
• Name tbc, Capgemini Engineering (France)

• **EVA RATTI** - General Manager at FINDYOURDOC (Italy)
  
  A glance on the selection process with a PhD diploma at hand

• **ALICE VERNATA** - HR specialist, Leica Microsystems (South Europe)

4:30 pm – 4:45 pm: **Coffee break**

4:45 pm – 6:00 pm: **Panel discussion with PhD holders from both countries sharing experience and providing insight on recruiters’ expectations, job search and mobility experience.**

  Moderator: Kristina Berkut

  • **ALBERTO PREVITI, PhD** - Nuclear codes engineer at Framatome (France)

  • **CRISTINA ZANINI, PhD** - Chemistry, scientific editor and business development manager BIO AIR

      From academic research to business development manager in innovative companies

  • **PAOLO FATTORI, PhD** - CEO and co-founder of Tiss'You and Sterify

      The Researcher Enterpreneur

6:00 pm – 6:45 pm: **Presentation of good practices & opportunities for PhD holders.**

  Moderator: Lucia Salto

  • **Professor PAOLO BISCARI** - Politecnico di Milano, Dean of the Doctoral School, Member of the Steering Committee of the Council for Doctoral Education

      The valorization of the PhD in Italy

  • **DAVIDE BALLABIO** - Assolombarda, Head HR and Training and Development Dep.

      Helping PhD Graduates prepare their next professional step

  • **MELIKE RIOLLET, PhD** - Head of International Development, Association Béarnard Gregory

6:45 pm – 7:00 pm: **Wrap Up**